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CoRe Board Members: Della B., Chair, David L., V. Chair/Publications, Barbara, Treasurer, Dephny Z., Secretary, Dagmar, Duties as Assigned, Loretta, Alternate/Electronic Publications

One of the first actions of the Board for this year was to purchase a subscription to Dropbox Cloud Service so that all our documents could be stored and at the same time be accessible to all board members. This gives us a place to store historical records and in particular PDF on each piece of literature. Future Boards will be able to function more efficiently in the future.

We should have our new website complete and open for business in the near future. We appreciate the work that our webmaster, Doug, has done to make this a user friendly venue that we believe will attract more people to CoDA literature.

Because many of us are relatively new to CoRe spent a good deal of time on understanding policy and procedures, and coming up with job descriptions for each of our positions. Creating a Policy and Procedure Manual is a work in progress.

Now, looking at our Goals for this past year:

1. Complete new contract with CoDA with legal input has been accomplished.
2. Continue to provide superb customer service.
3. Continue to work with the CoDA Board and CoDA Literature Committee to ensure we always have plenty of inventory. Monday, we had a meeting with the CoDA, Inc. Board to talk about how to better reach codependents who still suffer. More on this in our goals for 2015-16.
4. Work with CoDA Literature Committee on all motions that require rewrites are carried out before we reprint. This has meant honoring time of Literature volunteers by giving them more advanced noticed when literature needs reprinting, so
they can do the editing. This remains a work in progress and we are meeting with the committee this week to continue it.

5. Working on publishing more literature in electronic format. We are making progress toward having more items on both Kindle and Nook formats.

6. Publish the CoDA Blue Book in Spanish. Within the next few days the pocket version of the CoDA Book will go to the printer.

7. Work on audio the book for the blind and other visually impaired members of the CoDA Fellowship. We have not made any progress on this item because we have not found a cost effective way to do so.

8. Produce more literature electronically. See #5.

9. Communicate with CLC on all motions that require rewrites and insure that they are carried out before reprint. See #4.

10. Finalize audio version of CoDA Book. This has been tabled for the moment.